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The effects of needle puncture injury on microscale shear strain
in the intervertebral disc annulus fibrosus
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re of the intervertebral disc (IVD) is required for de-
livery of therapeutic agents to the nucleus pulposus and for some diagnostic procedures. Needle
puncture has also been implicated as an initiator of disc degeneration. It is hypothesized that needle
puncture may initiate IVD degeneration by altering microscale mechanical behavior in the annulus
fibrosus (AF).
PURPOSE: Quantify the changes in AF microscale strain behavior resulting from puncture with
a hypodermic needle.
STUDY DESIGN: Cadaveric IVD tissue explant study.
METHODS: Annulus fibrosus explants from bovine caudal IVDs that had been punctured radially
with hypodermic needles were loaded in dynamic sinusoidal shear while being imaged with a con-
focal microscope. Digital image analysis was used to quantify local tissue strain and damage prop-
agation with repeated shearing.
RESULTS: Needle puncture changed the distribution of microscale shear strains in the AF under
load from homogenous (equal to far field) to a distinct pattern of high (4� far field) and low (0.25�
far field) strain areas. Repeated loading did not cause further growth of the disruption beyond the
second cycle.
CONCLUSIONS: Needle puncture results in a drastic alteration of microscale strain behavior in
the AF under load. This alteration may directly initiate disc degeneration by being detrimental to
tissue-cell mechanotransduction. � 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Intervertebral disc; Needle puncture; Confocal; Radon transform
Introduction

The intervertebral disc (IVD) is the largest avascular or-
gan in the body, making it susceptible to degeneration and
slow to repair [1]. Needle injection into the IVD is com-
monly used in discography for diagnostic purposes [2,3]
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and is important for therapeutic [4–8] procedures, including
growth factor injection and cell therapies. However, there is
somewhat of a paradox as needle punctures are also com-
monly used to induce degeneration in the IVD. In animal
models, these injuries affect both annulus integrity and nu-
cleus pressurization [9] and can result in an acute loss of
disc height [4,10–13], axial stiffness [12,14–16], and rup-
ture pressure [17] as well as progressive structural changes
consistent with degenerative disc disease [13,18–20]. More
recently, discography procedures performed on nondege-
nerative discs have been shown to increase the risk of later
degeneration [21]. It has been suggested that small relative
needle sizes (ie, needle diameter relative to total IVD
height) will result in a negligible effect on IVD mechanics,
whereas large relative needle sizes have greater effects [14].
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing tissue test specimen with fixed and moving

boundary conditions in relation to bovine caudal disc geometry. Shading

indicates imaged surface.
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To date, there has been no investigation into microscale me-
chanics surrounding needle punctures in the IVD, which is
essential for developing techniques to minimize or repair
these injuries.

There is a reason to believe that microscale structural
disruption after a needle puncture of the annulus fibrosus
(AF) plays a role in initiating the degenerative cascade. In bo-
vine IVDs cultured under axial compression, localized cell
death has been observed in the AF in the proximity of a needle
puncture [12]. Classical elasticity theory proposes that if an
object with a focal defect is placed under load, the material
surrounding that defect will be subjected to local strains
different from those far away from the defect [22]. Interverte-
bral disc cells are known to bemetabolically sensitive to tissue
strain conditions, with low levels promoting matrix protein
production but high levels leading to apoptosis [23–28]. Taken
together, this suggests a scenario where altered strain patterns
in the AF at the site of a needle puncture lead to structural
disruption and altered cell metabolism or death.

It has been suggested that a primary cause of IVD
degeneration is the accumulation of microfailure damage
[29]. More recent research into interlamellar connectivity,
however, indicates that the AF structure has complex inter-
lamellar connectivity, making it particularly robust and
likely effective at arresting the propagation of injuries
under physiological loading [30–32]. Additionally, there
is some indication that chemical cross-linking agents are
able to restore mechanical function to damaged discs
[33–35], although it is unclear whether these results reflect
changes in all parts of the tissue [36] or a targeted repair.
Furthermore, without a clear indication of how injury
disrupts microscale fiber mechanics, it is difficult to design
optimally effective repair techniques.

Knowledge of how the AF structure responds mechani-
cally to injury at the microscopic level is essential to devel-
oping both effective repair strategies and less invasive
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. Based on our current
understanding of AF tissue mechanics, we hypothesize that
needle puncturewill result in alteredmicroscale shear strains
under tissue loading; chemical cross-linking will inhibit
some of this alteration; and a puncture injury will not propa-
gate under physiological levels of applied shear strain. These
hypotheses were tested using a combination of dynamic
shear loading of punctured AF tissue explants, confocal mi-
croscopy, and image processing techniques, including Radon
transform and feature tracking algorithms.

Methods

Mechanical testing

Twenty-two samples of AF tissue were taken from the
IVDs of three bovine tails within 24 hours of sacrifice.
After removal of surrounding muscle and ligaments, the
four quadrants of each disc (anterior, posterior, left, and
right) were each systematically assigned to one of the three
experimental groups and were either punctured radially
with a 21-G (n59) or 26-G (n512) hypodermic needle or
assigned to an unpunctured control group (n51). These
needle sizes were chosen to bind those most commonly
used in discography procedures [3]. Quadrants assigned
to the 26- and 21-G groups were punctured radially to
a depth of 15 mm with hypodermic needles (BD Precision
Glide, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA; regular bevel) at the disc
midplane. On retraction of the needles, the puncture site
was irrigated with approximately 20 mL of either
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (n511) or an aqueous so-
lution of fluorescently labeled microspheres (Constellation;
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) (n56). The addition of
microspheres into the PBS was a technical refinement to
improve our ability to positively identify puncture sites.
The microspheres had electrostatic attraction to the tissue
and consequently were not expected to influence the re-
ported measurements by interfering with the tissue staining.
One additional disc was punctured in all four quadrants
with a 26-G needle and irrigated with 20 mL of genipin
(1% in PBS) (n54). After storage overnight at 4�C to
ensure cross-linking activity, the IVDs were removed
from their adjacent vertebrae, and the AF quadrants were
separated and frozen. The frozen tissue explants were cut
into rectangular blocks of approximately 7 mm in length,
5 mm in height, and 5 mm in depth (Fig. 1) using a cryostat
to ensure smooth parallel faces. The exact height of the
specimen at the time of cutting was measured and recorded.

Before testing, the tissue specimens were thawed and
stained with 5-dichlorotriazinylaminofluorescein [30,37,38]
for 30 minutes followed by a 30-minute rinse in PBS. Speci-
mens were then attached to the grips of a tissue deformation
imaging stage (Harrick Scientific, Pleasantville, NY, USA)
in the circumferential orientation using cyanoacrylate [39].
The imaging stage was mounted on a confocal microscope
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(Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA; LSM 5LIVE) with the speci-
men immersed in PBS. Once the puncture site was located
on the specimen and centered within the microscope field of
view, a series of marker lines were bleached onto the tissue
surface in alignment with the gradient (z) direction using
a 488-nm laser at 90mW for 1 minute. Sinusoidal shear strain
was then applied at a frequency of 0.05Hz and an amplitude of
5% of the measured specimen height. This strain amplitude
corresponds to approximately 1.7� of axial torsion in the hu-
man lumbar IVD, which is within normal physiological limits
[40,41]. Displacement control was selected to most closely
create tissue shears resulting from active trunk rotation rather
than passive torque. During loading, images of the specimen
were captured at a rate of 15 frames per second.
Strain mapping

Micrographs of needle puncture injuries were assessed
both qualitatively and quantitatively to describe specific
injury patterns. Quantitative assessment consisted of two-
dimensional shear strain fields surrounding the puncture
injuries calculated from one full cycle of loading following
10 cycles of preconditioning. This analysis used a Radon
transform technique carried out in a custom-written Matlab
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) code as outlined in Fig. 2.
This parallel projection integral transform is typically used
in inverse form for tomographic reconstruction and is also use-
ful for identifying the angle of orientation of line features in an
image [42]. First, the positions of the photobleached marker
lines in each framewere estimated based on a sinusoidal func-
tion fit to their positions in the unstrained and maximum
positive- and negative-strained states. Before strain measure-
ment, each image was contrast adjusted to flatten intensity
gradients resulting from imaging artifacts. Along each line,
Fig. 2. Outline of Radon transform analysis of control specimen showing (Left) f

Top) Radon transform of subimage, and (Right Bottom) variance of Radon tran
a series of 94 41�41 pixel subwindows with a 36-pixel over-
lap were located for angular measurement. This window size
was determined to provide the best possible spatial resolution
without compromising the precision of angular measure-
ments. For each subwindow (highlighted box in Fig. 2, Left),
the imagewithin itwas filtered using anunsharpmaskwith pe-
riodic boundaries to emphasize the marker line feature. A cir-
cular mask was then applied to the subimage to attenuate edge
effects. A Radon transform was performed on the subimage
for angles ranging from 160� to 200�, with a resolution of
0.3�, where 180� corresponds to a vertically oriented line
(Fig. 2, Right Top). This range was chosen to avoid interfer-
ence from fiber bundle line features with a typical orientation
of 130� or 240�. The variance of the transform was taken
across the length dimension (Fig. 2, Right Bottom), with the
angle (4) at which variance was maximum indicating the ori-
entation of the marker line. This procedure was validated on
a set of test images of lines with known angles of orientation,
confirming a measurement precision of 0.3�. Average shear
strain in the subwindow was then calculated as tan(180�4).
To remove artifacts from dirt particles and poor focus,
angle measurements were rejected if they fell outside of
180�610�, leaving a range of approximately 60.17 shear
strain. After strain analysis, a sine function was fit to the time
history of the shear strain in each subwindow, the amplitude of
which was stored for further analysis. On most of the speci-
mens, photobleached lines ran across areas of tissue in which
the surface was not on the same focal plane as the rest of the
tissue in the field of view. To determine whether unfocused
subwindowsmight introduce bias into the distribution of strain
measurements, theRadon transform algorithmwas also run on
2,000 41�41 pixel images of random noise. Shear measure-
ments of random noise images showed a distinct bias toward
shear strain values below 0.015 and subwindows for which
ull image with subimage and circular mask centered on marker line, (Right

sform with maximum indicating angle of marker line orientation.
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the shear strain amplitude was below this value were thus
excluded.

Feature tracking

To evaluate local damage propagation, two-dimensional
cross-correlation was used to track four tissue features
through each test from the beginning of shearing. One-
dimensional correlation of displacement in the velocity
(q) direction was then used to test the assumption that if
a defect is growing in size, a feature on the surface of the
tissue will not be displaced along the same path during
two successive cycles of shear loading. If the defect is
not growing, then displacement through cycles n and nþ1
will have a correlation coefficient of one. Features were de-
fined by four 31�31 pixel regions of interest placed near
the puncture site on the first frame of each image series.
As the resulting correlation coefficient data were not
normally distributed, they were compared between groups
and cycles using a two-sided Mann–Whitney test, with
p!.05 determining significance.

Results

In all of the measurements made, there was no distin-
guishable difference between the four 26-G genipin irri-
gated and eight 26-G specimens irrigated with saline or
microspheres. They have thus been pooled for analysis.

Survey

Qualitative analysis of the confocal micrographs showed
a distinct effect of needle puncture. In images of the control
specimen (Fig. 3, Top), the photobleached marker lines re-
mained straight and parallel under applied shear strain.
Minimal discontinuity was observed along the lines as they
crossed the boundaries between fiber bundles (inset in
Fig. 3, Top). In punctured specimens, the shape and size
of the injury varied greatly but typically fell into one of
two categories; a circular hole with an elongated split be-
tween fiber bundles (Fig. 3, Middle) with holes approxi-
mately 100-mm diameter or a jagged tear with broken
fibers visible (Fig. 3, Bottom) stretching more than
500 mm. In the control specimen, marker lines remained
continuous across fiber bundle boundaries under applied
shear. An increase in marker line discontinuity was
observed around puncture injuries. Injury type did not
correlate with needle size or anatomical location of punc-
ture. Under applied shear, punctured specimens showed
an increase in marker line discontinuity across fiber bundle
boundaries in the vicinity of the puncture site (insets in
Fig. 3, Middle and Bottom).

Strain mapping

Eleven of the tissue specimens (control, n51; 26 G,
n57; 21 G, n53) yielded images of a high enough quality
for strain mapping. The control specimen (Fig. 4, Left)
showed a reasonably homogenous strain field at maximum
displacement. Punctured specimens (Fig. 4, Right) showed
much more variation with small areas of high shear strain at
fiber bundle boundaries (white arrows) and larger areas of
strain less than the applied value of 0.05 within fiber
bundles. Distributions of local shear strain amplitudes in
all subwindows of all specimens show a distinct trend with
injury (Fig. 5). Needle puncture resulted in a decrease in
subwindows with shear strain close to the applied value
of 0.05 and an increase in measurements at higher and
lower strains. Weibull fit parameters (Table) show all scale
parameters increasing and shape parameters decreasing
with needle puncture, accompanied by an increase in strain
amplitude variance. The decreasing shape parameter also
indicates an increase in skewness toward low strains.

Feature tracking

Representative feature displacement tracks showing sen-
sitivity of correlation coefficient to cycle-to-cycle displace-
ment differences are given in Fig. 6. Mean correlation
coefficients with 25th and 75th percentiles for all tracked
points are shown in Fig. 7. Both puncture groups yielded
displacement tracks that were significantly less well corre-
lated than control between the first and second and between
the second and third cycles. Correlation between the third
and fourth cycles was not significantly different between
any groups. The 21-G group showed a significant improve-
ment in correlation from the first to second and second to
third cycles.
Discussion

Needle injection into the IVD for discography or injec-
tion of biologic repair agents results in AF injury. This
study developed techniques to measure the microscale im-
pact of needle injection on AF tissue and demonstrated that
punctures resulting from the use of even the smallest dis-
cography needles alter the local structure of the annulus
and compromise its mechanical function. The study used
a combination of mechanical loading, confocal microscopy,
and digital image processing techniques to look, for the first
time, at the micromechanical environment of the IVD AF
after needle puncture injury. The findings supported our hy-
potheses that needle puncture alters local strain patterns by
creating a hole with broken fibers leading to regions of
strain amplification and strain shielding. Results of this
study also demonstrated that this alteration does not propa-
gate with repeated loading at physiological levels. There
was no evidence that treatment with genipin, a cross-
linking agent, might mitigate the effect of a needle puncture
on microscale shear strains.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from the
strain amplitude distribution (Fig. 5). The first is a confirma-
tion of the qualitative observation that small areas of large



Fig. 3. (Top) Representative micrographs of specimens at maximum shear showing injury morphologies, including undamaged (Middle) small circular hole,

and (Bottom) large tear. Dotted lines indicate approximate boundary of primary injury. (Middle and Bottom) Insets have been digitally enhanced to show

marker line discontinuity present in punctured specimens (Top) but not control. Scale bars are 250 mm.
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Fig. 4. (Left) Representative strain maps of control, (Right) punctured specimens, showing small areas of increased shear strain (white arrows) along fiber

bundle boundaries near puncture (dotted white line).
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shear strain occur in the vicinity of the puncture site, which
is made apparent by the measurement of strains above 10%
in punctured specimens but not in the control specimen.
The second is the greatly increased incidence of low strain
amplitude measurements, suggesting a corresponding
strain-shielding effect. Continuum theory predicts that the
introduction of a circular hole into an anisotropic material
under shear will disrupt shear strains mostly within a radius
of four hole diameters, with increases and decreases in
strain dictated by angular location relative to the hole center
[22]. The present study confirms that strain disruption is lo-
calized to the area immediately around the needle puncture;
however, the hierarchical fiber structure of the AF causes
strain amplification to occur preferentially at fiber bundle
boundaries regardless of angular location. This redistribu-
tion from a fairly homogenous strain field to small areas
of amplification and large areas of strain shielding may
Fig. 5. Histogram of local shear strain amplitudes with lines indicating

Weibull functions. (Control: 462 measurements from one specimen,

26 G; 1754 measurements from seven specimens, 21 G; 426 measurements

from three specimens).
have a critical impact on cellular activity. It has previously
been reported by Breuhlmann et al. [38] that sliding
between collagen fibrils at a scale of around 10 mm plays
an important role in AF cell microenvironment. Concentra-
tion of shear strain at both the puncture site and the bound-
aries between fiber bundles (Fig. 4) likely correspond to an
alteration in cell deformation. This alteration in cell defor-
mation may have played a role in previously reported cell
death surrounding a needle puncture [12] and long-term
increase in degeneration risk [21]. Results suggest that
a single local injury acutely puts cells at risk of apoptosis
through altered mechanotransduction and may, by itself,
initiate a degenerative cascade. It is, therefore, imperative
that injuries of this type be minimized or repaired for cells
to carry out healthy long-term function.

The most encouraging finding of this study is the ability
of AF tissue to arrest the growth of a defect within a low
number of cycles of strain at physiological amplitude. This
suggests that the cell biological consequences of strain
amplification and shielding after needle puncture can be
mitigated in some way if the mechanical deficiency is
corrected in a timely manner. Genipin alone did not seem
to adequately bridge broken AF fibers, but it is possible that
cross-linked scaffolds offer more promise.

The choices of animal model and needle sizes made in
this study provide a reasonable representation of human
discs after injection. The bovine tail IVD exhibits strong
similarities in biochemical makeup and AF fiber structure
Table

Parameters of Weibull functions fit to shear strain amplitude distributions

shown in Fig. 5

Treatment group Variance Scale Shape

Control 2.6e�4 0.047 2.81

26 G 5.1e�4 0.049 1.95

21 G 4.7e�4 0.050 1.01



Fig. 6. Representative feature displacement traces (B) with first to

second cycle correlation coefficients of (Top) 0.9998 and (Bottom)

0.9996. Sinusoidal fits (–) have been added for comparison.
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[43,44] with healthy young human discs. The use of bovine
tissue created a model system with low interspecimen var-
iability, allowing for more precise investigation of needle
puncture effects and assessment of image processing re-
peatability [8,45–47]. The use of tissue explants rather than
whole discs also minimized the effect of differences in disc
geometry between species. Although the testing of tissue
explants rather than whole motion segments does not
exactly mimic a particular physiological situation, simple
shear at the tissue level occurs under most organ-scale mo-
tions (torsion, bending, and so on) and may be easily gen-
eralized. Needle puncture effects in human disc tissues are
important areas of future investigation, which will allow
measurements of more complex interactions between
needle puncture and existing disc lesions as well as age-
related structural changes, such as interlamellar space
thickening and derangement of fiber microstructure.

Although the Radon transform technique used in this
study has great potential for measuring the angles and
Fig. 7. Mean correlation coefficients between point displacements

through successive cycles of applied shear. Error bars indicate 25th and

75th percentiles (bars indicate p!.05 between groups).
rotations of line features on deformed tissues, it does have
some limitations. In particular is the case where measure-
ments may be made on areas, where line features have
moved out of focus. Analysis of white noise found a bias
toward 180� when a line feature is not present, which is
likely an artifact of performing a polar transform on square
pixels. When line features are distinct, the measurement is
reliable, but precision is limited by the width and sharpness
of the line relative to the size of the subwindow. These tech-
niques do, however, offer a visual and quantitative means of
assessing localized tissue damage.

There is growing evidence that needle injection from dis-
cography can predispose IVDs to degeneration [21], and this
study provides a potential biomechanical mechanism for this
clinical observation. Needle puncture injury results in dis-
tinct patterns of disruption of the normal micromechanical
environment of the IVD AF under circumferential shear.
Needle injuries resulted in circular holes and larger more
jagged tears and were not correlated with needle size in the
range tested. These injuries are unlikely to self-repair be-
cause of the lowmetabolic activity of AF cells. The resulting
changes in micromechanical strain environment may impact
tissue stresses and local cellular environment providing
a mechanism for accelerated degeneration of punctured
discs. However, physiological levels of dynamic shear were
not found to significantly propagate needle puncture injuries
beyond the first two cycles of loading because of the robust
fiber-reinforced laminated structure of the annulus, suggest-
ing that the injury may be repairable. Genipin treatment
alone was not effective at mitigating the effects of puncture
injury, and future repair strategies should focus on directly
bridging broken fibers, which will likely require a fiber-
reinforced hydrogel rather than a simple cross-linking agent.
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